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Surface Debye Temperatures of the (100), (111), 

and (110) Faces of Platinum. 

H. B. Lyon and G. A. Somorjai 

Department of Chemistry and Inorganic Materials Division, 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 

Berkeleyj California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The intensity of back-diffracted.low energy ele6trons 

(15-400 ev) from the ·clean (lOO)j (111), and (110) surfaces 

of platinum single crystals was measured. From the temp

erature dependence of the (00)-reflection in the range of 

25-700°C, the Debye-Waller factor and the mean displacements 

of surface atomi perpendicular to the surface planes were 

determined. The measured mean displacement, u
2

, was found to 

be a sensitive function of electron energy. The properties 

of the surface planes were determined from the intensity data 

·taken at the lowest electron energy. Using 'the :Qebye model 

in the high temperature approximation,.the.Debye temperatures, 

the frequencies of lattice vibration, and the surface heat 

capacities were calculated. The mean displacement of surface 

platinum atoms perpendicular to the surface plane is about 

tv1ice as great as that in the bulk. This. effect gives rise to 

surface Debye temperatures which are much smaller (107-108°K) 

than the bulk value (234°K), and greater surface heat capac-

i ties. 
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Creation o-f a surface by cleaving an infinite crystal 

parallel to one of its planes~ can greatly effect the prop-

ert~es of the solid near the surface plane. Such perturbation 

' "'. 

of the lattice periodicity gives rise to electronic surface ~· 

1 2 3 states ' and space charge effects. Changes in the arrange-

ments of surface atoms 4 ' 5 as a function of temperature and 

changes in the lattice constants 6
' 7 were found to occur with 

respect to the bulk of the solid.which decreases in magnitude 
8 as a function of distance perpendicular to the surface plane. 

Thus, the phonon excitation spectrum of atoms at the surface 

is different from that in the unperturbed bulk. Giauque and 

Archibald 9 have found that the heat capacity of small crystal-

lites of MgO with large surface area is greater than that of 

large single crystals.. It is expected that the thermodynamic 

parameters of the solid at the surface and, in general, all 

properties which are a function of the phonon excitation 

spectrum would be different from that of the bulk of the so'J..id. 

Low energy .electron scattering and diffraction (Leed) 

proves to be a povlerful tool to study the structure of solid 
I 

surfaces and many parameters which can describe the dynamics 

of.the 6rystal lattice at the surface. It has been shown by 

FarnsworthlO,ll that electrons in the 5-300 ev range do not pene-

trate appreciabl~ beyond the first two to three atomic layers 

at metal surfaces. 
12 . 

Germer and MacRae have measured the 

Debye-Waller factor at the (110) face of a nickel single crystal 

using low energy electrons and have.found a Debye temperature, 

.·,:!' 
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e J which was appreciably lower than the corresponding bulk z 
value. MacRae 13 has found differences between the in-plane 

and out-of-plane vibrations, using Leed. 

In this paper we report on the studies of the Debye

Waller factor of the clean platinum (lOO)J (110), and (111) 

surfaces using low energy electron diffraction. For all 

crystal faces the measurements were carried out at high temp

eratures (T >8 ) and were so designed that atomic displacem~nts .. z ' 

which are perpendicular to the corresponding surface plane 

contributed only to the measured Debye-Waller factor. In 

order to obtain accurate data on the properties of the surface 

atomsJ the Debye temperatures were determined as a function 

of electron energy. 

THEORY ~·. . : 

When the crystal lattice is thermally excited, its atbfus 

are displaced from their equilibrium position. 
·:\ 

The positidh 

of each atomJ which behaves as a scattering center for the 

impinging electrons is given by14 

~(t) = ~ + ~(t) (1) 

where r is the equilibrium position of the scattering center 

and ~(t) is the displacement vector. The intensity of elastically 

scattered electrons) ItJ in the direction of the vector) ~, is 
15 given by: 

where the summation is over all pairs of scattering centers, t,t', 
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A is the electron wavelength, ~0 = (211/A)~0 and ~ = (211/A)~ 

fare vectors in the direction of the incident and scattered 

electron beam, ~0 and ~ are the unit vectors in the directions 

of k and k, respectively. Equation (2) may be expressed in ~ 
-0 -

more familiar terms as: 

(3) 

The te·"'m j F I 2 gives the scattered intensity from a 
J. hk£1 

stationary lattice in a. particular direction (h,k,l). The 

remaining exponential term arises from scattering due to lattice 

vibrations. 

The displacement vector, ~(t) could be expressed in.terms 
/ 

., of the cartesion coordinates. It is more useful, however, to 

express this vector in terms of normal mode coordinates, 

( 4) 

where the summation is over all lattice modes, q, and polariz~ 

at ions, j. ·The phonon has a frequency, m ., ·a wave vector, q 
qJ . -, 

and an arbitrary phase angle, t. Substitution of (4) into (3) 

and averaging over time gives the mean intensity, 

The exponential part can thus be broken up into a term 

which gives rise to the Debye-Waller16 factor while furtheP 
' 

an~lysi~ of the cos[g(~l-~t' lJ term leads one to the propertie1 

of thermal diffuse scattering. In this work we measure the total 
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intensity of the diffraction maxima and separately, the 

intensity due to the thermal diffuse scattered background. 

Thus_, we can determine the scattered intensity due to the 

Debye-Waller factor by subtracting the background intensity 

from the total intensity. 

If we disregard the thermal diffuse term in Eq. (5) and 

define the scattering angle, 2¢, as the angle between the 

vectors, -~0 and~' then ~~~~0 1 = I (4n/A)cos¢1 and Eq. (5) can 

further be simplified17 to give 

(6) 

where ~qj6k is the displacement component of ~qj in the direction 

of (k-k ) . 
- -0 

From the equations thus far developed one can see that 

only those components of lattice displacements will affect'the 

scattered intensity which ar~ parallel to the sc~ttering v~ctor_, 

(~-~0 .). Figure 1 shows that in the case of the specular 

reflection ( 00-reflection) only, the scatter'ing vee tor_, (~-~0 ), 

is perpendicular to the surface plane. Therefore, the intensity 

of the (00)-reflection will be a function of only that component 

of lattice .vibration which is perpendicular to the surface. 

Higher order diffraction maxima will be a function of a mixture 

of 11 in-planen and "out-of-plane" components of lattice vibrations. 

Using the Debye model to describe the phonon excitation 

spectrum in the high temperature limit, we obtain for the mean 

square displacement 
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T ( 7) 
(r:r )2 

where 800 is the Debye temperature_, M is the atomic weight and 

T is the temperature of the vibrating solid_, k and h are the 

Bolzman and Planck constants_, respectively_,and N is Avogadro 1 s 

number. Substitution of Eq. (7) into (6) gives 

I - 'H' 12 hk.t - , ... hj .e 
-2W e 

where the Debye-Waller factor_, exp(-2W) is given by 

( ) . [ 12Nh
2 

(co,s<P)
2 

T J 
exp -2W = exp - Mk /\ (eoo) 2 

For a given electron wavelength and scat~ering angle, a 

(8) 

(9) 

plot of the logarithm of the scattered intensity as a function 

of temperature, T,. should yield a straight line. From the 

slope, in the high temperature limit (T > 8
00

), we obtain the 

mean displacement of atoms in the surface and ·the surface 
I 

Debye temperature. From the intensity change of the (00)-

reflection the mean displacement, uz' in the. direction perpen

dicular to the surface plane is obtained .with the corresponding 

surface Debye temperature, e;. The Debye frequencies, v
2 

can 

also be evaluated from the relationship, v ·= k8
00

/h~ z z 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The low energy electron diffraction system by Varian 

was used in the measurements. The measurements were.made in 

the temperature range 25-700°C. The platinum single crystals;~. 

.,I. 

ca>" 
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·X· 
of highest purity were x-ray oriented to less than 1°, were 

* The platinum single crystals were obtained from Materials 

Research Corporation. 

cut, polished, and etched. The samples (6 mm diameter, ~1 ~~ 

thick disk) were spot welded to the tantalum strip holder which 

also served to heat the crystal. A thermocouple was attached 

to the back face of the crystal which was used to determine 

the temperature of the specimen. The crystals were ion 

bombarded (ultra-high purity xenon and argon) and annealed 

until a sharp diffraction pattern of the substrate unit mesh 

vms obtained. The presence of stable surface structures on 

clean platinum surfaces which form above and below 700°C vms 

.L. d 5 c . t k i 11 f .L.h . t t ~ -reporve . . are was a en n a o v e experJ.men s · o avo..1.a 

the formation of these surface structures during the inten~ity 

measurements. It was found that the presence of these sta~le 

surface structures could alter the intensity of the reflections 

from the substrate unit mesh. The reproducibility of the 

intensity measurements can also be improved by using 6rystals 

which were annealed thorou~~ly and showed sharp diffraction 

features .. : The ambient pressure was in the range of 2-Sxlo-10 

torr for all the measuremen:ts. The specimens were heated by 

A.C. or D.C. current applied across the tantalum holders . 
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In the experiments which are reported in this paper the 
I 

intensity of the specularly reflected electron beam~ i.e., 

the (00)-reflection was measured as a function of temperature. 

These studies were carried out two ways: (a) by a transient . ~ 

method and (b) steady state measurements. The first method 

consisted of heating the crystal to 700°C and ·then turning 

off the heating current. The intensity of the (00)-reflection 

was measured as a function of temperature while the crystal 

was cooling to room temperature. The output of a small angle 

spot-photometer which was.used to monitor the intensity of 

the (00)-reflection, and the thermocouple e.m.f. was displayed 

continuously on an x-y recorder. VJi th this technique v;e could 

avoid inaccuracies in the measurements which are due to the 

interaction of the electron beam with the electric field applied 

to the crystal for heating purposes. Studies using several 

thermocouples indicated that the temperature is uniform through-
' 

out the specimen within ±5°. The heating current has affected 

the measurements at only low electron beam energies (E < 50 ev). 

The second technique used regulated d.c. heating to reach 

the desired temperature steady state in the range 25-550°C. 

The intensity of the (00) reflection was measured with a spot 

photometer. The results obtained by these different techniques 

using a given electron beam energy were the same within the 

accuracy of the measurements. 

Three platinum single crystal samples of each orientation 

were uied in the experiments. The measurements were made using 

... 
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15-350 ev electrons. The particular beam voltage which vras 

preferred for our studies, was chosen, in general, at an 

intensity maxima of the (00)-reflection . 

The intensity of the fluorescent screen background was. 

also monitored at different diStances from the (00)-reflection. 

RESUL'rs 

A typical trace of the intensity of the (00)-reflection 

as a function of temperature, as obtained by the transient 

method, is shown in Fig. II. The decrease of the intensity 

of' t1\e reflected electron beam of· well-def'fned'. er:;:erg:y: wit£\ 

increasing temperature, is clearly displayed. The lov:er curve 

in Fig. I shows the background intensity as a function of. 

temperature. We have found no detectable temperature depend

ence in the total intensity of elastically scattered electrons 

at different electron beam energies within the energy resolution 

of our electron beam (±0.2 ev). In order to obtain accurate 

data for the intensity of the (00)-reflection as a function 

of temperature, the background intensity has. been subtracted. 

A_ typical plot of the logarithm of the intensity as a 

function of temperature for a given electron beam energy, is 

shown in Fig. 3. We obtain a straight line of different slope 

than that which was,computed from the known Debye temperature 

of bulk platir7tl.m ( 8 =: 234 + 6°K). There is no detectable 

curvature to the slope. 
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VJe have found that for all three faces of the platinum 

single crystals the slopes obtained from the log I vs. T curves 

were strongly dependent on the electron beam energy. For even 

such a high electron density matrix as platinum a certain 

fraction of electrons will penetrate beyond the first layer of 

atoms at the surface. 10 This fraction should increase with 

increasing electron energy. Calculations predicting lattice 

18 
expansion at the surface of face-centered cubic crystals 

indicate that the mean square amplitude of atoms is larger in 

the surface layer but approaches the bulk value, rapidly. Since 

the measured mean square displacement using low energy electrons 

is an average over those atoms which contribute to the scat-

tering~ the effect of atoms below the. surface plane could be 

appreciable even at relatively low electron energies. There-

fore~ the 6bserved Debye-Waller factor and the calculated mean 

displacement are not the property of the surface layer itself 

but have strongly been affected by the motion of atoms in the 

underlying planes. 

In order to obtain accurate surface Debye temperatures 

the measurements should be carried out as a function of electron 

energies and may be extrapolated to zero electron energy. The 

results of these measurements on the (100)~ (110), and (111)-

faces of clean platinum surfaces are shown in Fig. 4. Here, 

we have plotted the Debye temperatures, 8
00 

as·a function of z 

electron energy. These Debye temperatures were obtained from 

the slope of the ln I vs. T plots at a given energy. eoo 
was z 

calculated using Eq. (9 ). At high electron energies the 

•,"' .. 

... 
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. ' .,_, b "1 al" 8 234 ..~-_, 6°K. Thl .. s curves approacn vne ~~K v ~e bulk = -

value for plat inurn vias determined from Ivlo s s bauer experiments 
. f 

by Harris et a1., 19 and it agrees vrell with the theoretical pre-

diction for e~ulk of Feldman and Horton. 20 At low electron beam 

energies the curves drop sharply. The lowest electron beam 

energy at v.rhich data was taken with the techniques presently 

employed was E = 15 ev. 

The experimental points were taken at the intensity maxima 

of the (00) reflection and are the averages of 6-15 determin-

ations by the two different methods described in the previous 

eoo 
section~ If we assume that the experimental values of z 

determined at the lowest electron beam energy employed in our 

experiment (E = 15 ev) are the effective surface Debye temper-

atures, we obtain values for all three surfaces which are 

listed in Table I. 
. 00 

Here, we tabulate, along with e the values . z 

of the surface root mean square amplitudes. and frequencies of 

vibration perpendicular to the surface plane, uz' and vz' and 

the corresponding bulk values. 

DISCUSSION 

The amplitude of surface atom vibration perpendicular to 

the surface plane was found to be much larger than the corre-

sponding bulk value for all three faces of platinum which were 

studied. The mean displacement ~t the surface is about 7.6% of 

the lattice parameter of platinum (a= 3.916 A) while the mean 

displacement in the bulk is about 3.8% in the temperature range 

of interest. This result is in good agreement with the values 
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predicted by Clark, Herman and Wallis 8 for face-centered 

cubic crystals. It is expected that atom displacements v;hich .. 

are perpendicular to the surface undergo the·greatest 

change vJi th respect to the bulk value. Those components of 

the mean displacement which are parallel to the surface plane 

are to be affected to a lesser extent8 [with the exception of 

the (001) di;ection on the (110)-faceJ. The atoms in the (110) 

crystal fac-e of platinum show. a somewhat larger mean square 

displa~ement than the other faces. This surface has the lov1est 

atomic densityamong the three faces studied. This result is 

also in good agreement with the calculations of Wallis8 usihg 

central force.s and taking into account only nearest neighbor 

interactions. 

Care was taken to avoid the formation of-surface structures 
; 

vlhich were found to exist on the clean platinum surfaces in 
5-l(· 

the different temperature_ranges. The pres~nce of such 

* 21 Surface structures, in addition to those reported · have been 

found to exist on the (~11). and (100.) faces of platinum by the 

authors. Analysis of these surface structures Vlill be reported 

in the near future. 

surface structures, ordered or disordered, could effect the 

mean displacement of atoms in the surface. Open surface struc

tures, such as the domain structure5 which.were found·to exist 

on the (100)-face of platinum in the temperature range 300-500°C, 

occupy only a small fraction of available surface sites and 
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would not exert great influence on the atomic displacement of 

s~rface atoms in the substrate unit mesh. However, study of 

the me~n square displacement of atoms in the different surface 

structures which depends on the number of its nearest neighbors_ 

may help to verify the position of those atoms on the surface. 

Studies of the mean displacement of platinum surface atoms about 

their equilibrium position in the presence of an absorbed gas 

and the mean displacement of the absorbed gas atoms on the 

different platinum surfaces, are in progress. 

In the last several years experimental evidence has been 
4.-8 accumulating- which indicates that there exists a surface 

phase in solids with physical properties which are distinctly 
22 different from that of the bulk. This surface phase has 

lattice parameters and a phonon excitation spectrum which are 

different from that in the bulk. The surface phase itself may 

undergo "phase trarisformations,n reversible or irreversible 

rearrangements, order-disorder transitions at temperatures 

which cause no such effects in the bulk. 23 In short, physical-

chemical properties which are a function of lattice dynamics, 

thermodynamic or kinetic in nature, may be different in the 

surface phase from that in the bulk phase. The presence of 

surface plasmons with characteristic frequencies which are 

markedly different from that of the buik plasma oscillations, 

was reported recently. 24 · The observation that electron-electron 

interaciions are different in the surface makes it likely that~ 

physical properties which are a function of electron-phonon 

interactions, such as thermal and electrical conductivity may 

also be different in the surface phase. 
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It v·JOuld be useful to determine the thermodynamic param-

eters, such as surface heat capacity, compressibility, surface 

entropy and surface free energy, etc. of such surface phase 

in order to characterize its equilibrium or thermal properties. 

The determination of the surface Debye temperature from 

studies of low energy electron scattering a1lovrs one to calcu-

late these quantities within the constraints of the harmonic 

approximation. 
00 . . 

8 , as determined· by the Debye-Waller factor z . . 

measurements, is temperature sensitive to a lesser extent than 

the Debye temperature, ec(T) as· determined by heat capacity 

measurements .25 Although the two measurements yield De bye 

temperatures which reflect different averages over the true 

phonon spectrum, 8 c ( T) can., in general,. be evaluated from e; .'25
"' 26 

In order to calculate the surface heat capaQity of 

platinum from our data one needs to know, in addition to u - z' 

the other components of the mean atomic displacement which are 

due to lattice vibrations parallel to the surface plane. ~hese 

8 have not yet been determined by experiments. Clark et al . ., 

have calculated however, the mean square displacements of 

surface atoms in a face-centered cubic lattice both parallel 

and perpendicular to the (100),, (111), and (ilO) surfaces. 

Since there· is a good agreement.between our experimental values 

of u
2 

and the theoretical results obtained by Clark, Herman and 

Wallis, 8 we have used our values of u
2

., and their calculated 

values for ux and uy to evaluate the respective Debye temp-

eratures and 8
00

• 
y Thus, the surface heat capacity, C , . v 

' ~' \. 
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using the Debye model, is given by 

Cv = Cv(z) + Cv(x) + Cv{y) = Rf(D )[(~:r +~:)\(~r] (15) 

f(D) is the Debye function, 27 e: ande; are the Debye temp

eratures calculated fiom the atomic displacement parallel to 

the lattice. plane in x and y directions, respectively. For 

the ( 100) and ( 111) crystal faces ux = uy.. The ( 110) face shows 

anisotropy (~I= uy) which has been taken into account. 

The surface heat capacity of the clean (100) face of 
. . 

platinum is given in Fig. 5 as a function of temperature along 

with the bulk heat capacity. The data is plotted for the 
00 

temperature range T ~ 8
2 

at which appreciable temperature 
00 

dependence of 8
2 

is not expected. The larger surface heat 

capacity is clearly displayed. 

In order to characterize the surface phase it is of primary 

importance to determine by experiments (a) the extent of the 

surface, i.e., how far the effect of the presence of a surface· 

extends into the bulk of the crystal; and (b) how rapidly the 

bulk properties are approached~ Theoretical predictions of 

(a) and (b) have been made for face~centered cubic crystalsS,lS 
. . 28 29 

and calculations are also available for molecular and ionic 

crystals. 
. • ·oo 

The strong electron beam energy dependence of e , . z 

as shown in .Fig. 4 for all three faces· of platinum, indicates 

that the mean displacement, u , rapidly approaches the bulk z . 

value within a few atomic layers below the surface. Compari sod· ,. 

of such e; vs. E curves for different solids of similar crystal 

/ 

l . 

I· 
I 
I· 
I· 

I 
I 

i 

\ 
I· 

I 
i 

' •, 
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structure but different, electron density and binding energy, 

should give quantitative information as to how rapidly the 

bulk properties of the solids are app:r:oached. 

The mean displacements, u
2

, and other parameters vJhich 

describe surface atom vibrations reported in this paper, were 

obtained within the framework of the harmonic approximation.· 

Anharmonic effects such as thermal expansion may play an 

important role in our high temperature measurements. There is 

an appreciable volume change for. platinum in the temperature 

range of our measurements (the linear expansion coefficient 

- -6 -1) a - 9.0xl0 deg . Fortunately, the Debye-Waller factor for 

an harmonic crystal can still be represented by Eq. (8) to ~ 

very good approximation. 30 This may be the reason why the 

experimental data in the temperature range of this study 

could be represented by a straight line in Fig. 3. The 

presence of anharmonic effects may increase the mean square 

displacement by 10-15% for the bulk atoms in face-centered 
. 8 30 cubic crystals. ' The experimental values in Table I may, 

·.therefore, reflect both the harmonic and the anharmonic con-

tributions to the mean displacements of the surface atoms of 

platinum. 
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·Figure Captions ,...,,..., __ ~ ____ ....., ___ ,...,_ 

Fig. 1. Vector diagram for elastic scattering of electrons. 

,, For the ( 00) ·reflection, the scattering vector, 

~~~0 , is perpendicular to the surface plane. 

Fig. 2. The intensity of the (00) reflection and that of 

the background scattering from the (111) face of 

platinum as a function o.f temperature at a beam 

voltage of 35 ev. 

Fig. 3. Plot of log I ~· T for the data in Fig. II. The 

dotted line calculated for Bbtilk.= 234°K is shown 

for comparison. 

Fig. 4. The effectiveDebye temperatures of the.(lOO), (111), 

and (110) faces of platinum as a·function of electron 

energy. 

Fig. 5. Plot of the surface and bulk heat capacities of 

platinum, Cv/3R, as calculated· from the Debye temp

erature of the (100). face and from 800 

bulk. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Comw 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 






